Scavenger Hunt Item
1

A picture of you holding something really big (like the Eiffel Tower) in the middle of your thumb
and index finger. Or lifting it up over your head.

2

A rainbox picture...at least 7 people in the picture with all colors of the rainbow represented.

3

A random act of kindness 💜

4

Your favorite booth at the Farmers Market

5

50 puppies!

6

Selfie with an Olympian or Paralympian

7

The most beautiful flower you have ever seen

8

A floppy shark (that's one of my nicknames for Sal, so interpret that anyway you like).

9

A ballerina

10

A dignified Pitbull

11

A giant piece of fruit

12

A non-unicorn horn

13

Margaret Falls at Herald Provincial Park, you'll go nuts with things to take pictures of! I'll even go
with you!

14

Tree of Life

15

You flying a butterfly kite 💜

16

Ancient creature lives by a log cabin filled with expensive preserves

17

Treasure box at the top of the blind bay lookout I'll even come with you

18

Close to home there is a creature not originating from area take a pic with a baby

19

30 or less minutes from Vernon

20

A super cool rock that you have found locally eg pyrite from middleton mountain, peridot from
Lavington, geode from Turtle mountain

21

This place was founded in 1867. I'm 1889 this was constructed in the 'carpenter gothic' style &
has been unchanged since then. I DO "

22

50 of the prettiest rocks in the Okanagan

23

A photo shopping for your favorite toy at Libra

24

Person with a concert T-shirt

25

Cowboy hat and boots (to acknowledge your WL time)

26

Can You Find Me? selfie (Think I Spy)

27

A cloud animal

28

With the ogapogo

29

A natural heart shape..a leaf, a shell. Something in the shape of a heart.

30

Stranger with an awesome beard

Scavenger Hunt Item
31

Somewhere along the SABNES trail in Salmon Arm. (Hint, it's prettiest farthest away from the
wharf) I worked to help build this trail the same year I met you guys!

32

In one of your favourtie bars or restaurants with a glass full of one of your favourite beverages
balanced somewhere on your body other than you hand :D

33

On top of a mountain planting a Canadian flag

34

A rreal live squirrel

35

Your favorite book

36

Victoria Butterfly Garden, Victoria BC

37

On John Deaks shouder, I mean him carrying you.

38

A photo of my books with your books lol

39

There is a clock which runs on steam in a famous district of a famous and large city

40

Hot tubbing with some barbies and Ken!

41

Getting a drink at the Offspring concert!

42

50 scoops of ice cream

43

Bunnies

44

50 butterflies

45

50 flowers

46

Dinsaur pulling covered wagon at Log Barn

47

Sweet Caroline doughnuts!

48

Water falling. Out of a tap? From a creek? You get to choose 💜

49

Kids playing hop scotch or jump rope

50

Graffiti on a sidewalk

51

Something floating in a body of water

52

A famous site in your town most people don't know about

53

Being in two places at the same time.

54

An amphibian in its natural habitat

55

I would like to see your beautiful face next to a horse or a cow in an open field on a farm maybe
with a barn in the background? Those are the things that bring me joy and I think they will for you
too. There's something about being on a farm with the smells in the sounds with the majestic
being next to you.

56

Something that surprised you (not necessarily something that startled you, maybe you are
surprised a melon tastes so good)

57

A pic with something you created

58

Show us contentment

Scavenger Hunt Item
59

A selfie with repurposed art

60

18 year old on their birthday having their first legal drink (extra challenge: first EVER drink)

61

RCMP officer in full dress uniform. With a wolfdog. Called Defe.

62

A ladybug

63

A double-double and bag of Timbits - because Canada!

64

A sweaty firefighter

65

An otter!

66

asparagus and lavendar

67

Under a bridge

68

Surrounded by pillows

69

With cleavage that is not your own

70

Wearing an outlandish hat

71

Reading to a child in the hospital

